Legislative Update - Private Client and Trusts
The Gibraltar private client and trust industry has welcomed an important wave of new legislation which
promises to enable practitioners to offer clients further services and solutions.
In line with the practice in other leading financial centres, the new legislation, the bulk of which came
into force on 17th September 2015, will enable Gibraltar to offer purpose trusts, private trust companies
and control the determination of questions regarding Gibraltar trusts in international courts. To
complete the current developments, legislation enabling clients to establish foundations in Gibraltar is
on the horizon, and is expected to become effective within the next few months.
Perpetuity Period
The first changes were introduced by the Perpetuities and Accumulations (Amendment) Act 2014 (“the 2014 Act
Act””) which came into
force in October 2014. This extended the perpetuity period from 100 years to 250, enabling clients to plan further for future
generations. Not only can new trusts be set up with a perpetuity period of 250 years, but trustees of existing trusts under Gibraltar law
can also avail themselves of this new legislation to effectively extend the life span of existing trusts.
The Private Trust Companies Act 2015 provides a voluntary regulatory framework and legislative protection for private trust companies.
This greater certainty promises to firmly establish Gibraltar as an attractive jurisdiction for clients wishing to establish a private trust
company.
As was the case previously, any limited company can act as a trustee, provided it does not carry out licensable activities. However, the
legislation has established a voluntary registration system in which these companies can now operate, and a reporting regime which
will be maintained by the Registrar of Private Trust Companies at Companies House. This provides the advantages of certainty and
regulation, whilst not imposing an onerous mandatory regime which, for small private trusts companies, may have resulted in an
expense disproportionate to the value of the trust fund.
Purpose Trusts
The Purpose Trusts Act 2015 provides for the creation of a trust for purposes other than charitable purposes. Practitioners are now
able to offer clients trusts which serve as vehicles to hold assets for specific purposes, and to exercise specific tasks, provided that the
trust satisfies certain conditions. These include that the purposes be sufficiently certain, and are and remain capable of being carried
out.
The Act sets out the powers and duties of a trustee of a purpose trust and requires at least one trustee to be licensed. Resolving one of
the traditional objections to purpose trusts, the Act extends the cy
cy--près doctrine and disapplies the rule against perpetuities in relation
to these trusts.
Private International Law
Gibraltar has also now enacted what is known as “firewall legislation
legislation”” in the form of the Trusts (Private International Law) Act 2015.
This aims to insulate trusts governed by Gibraltar law from attack in foreign courts, thus enabling clients to feel more confident that
their assets are robustly safeguarded. The Act clarifies the circumstances under which questions relating to Gibraltar trusts are to be
exclusively addressed in the courts of Gibraltar, or under Gibraltar law. It also limits the application of foreign law and foreign court
jurisdiction in relation to Gibraltar trusts.
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Conclusion
The new legislation responds to the needs of private client practice, and was developed with the guidance of the local branch of the
Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners ((““STEP Gibraltar
Gibraltar””), and in consultation with the Gibraltar Finance Centre Council and the
local regulator, the Financial Services Commission. STEP Gibraltar set up a legislative committee which was made up of local lawyers,
amongst which three practitioners from Hassans International Law Firm, which is associated with Line Group. The committee
advised HM Government of Gibraltar. The suite of legislation is expected to enhance this important area of Gibraltar
Gibraltar’’s financial
services industry, with further improvements expected with the highly anticipated Private Foundations Act 2015, which, when enacted,
will enable Gibraltar to offer foundations to clients, further increasing its attractiveness as a competitive financial centre.
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